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Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 176 pages.
Dimensions: 7.2in. x 5.2in. x 0.7in.In an effort to find the last of the fuel ingredients for their time
pod, 23rd-century goofballs Tuna and Herby transport themselves to Africa. Unfortunately, they
also transport TJ Finkelstein and half of her 7th-grade science class, including TV star Hesper
Breakahart and dreamy Chad Steel. In the jungle, the Time Stumblers usual mayhem jumps to a
new level as Herby is adopted by a mother gorilla, Tuna is transformed into an ostrich chick, and
the students are taken in by an African tribe. When Hesper tries to escape by leaping into a raging
river, TJ finds that its time to begin showing the leadership qualities that Tuna and Herby claim
shell have someday as a world leader. Thanks to her, everyone makes it home safely, and the Time
Stumblers fuel up their time pod, leaving with laughter, tears . . . and one last zany surprise for TJ.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Art Gislason-- Art Gislason

The ebook is simple in read easier to recognize. It is one of the most awesome book we have read through. I am happy to explain how this is basically the
finest pdf we have read inside my very own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for actually.
-- Jaiden Turcotte DDS-- Jaiden Turcotte DDS
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